
BEST PRACTICE GUIDE 

 
Bluetooth Communication System

Turn on all units you wish to group by pressing the power button. Once turned on, allow around 10 seconds for 
each unit to complete its power on sequence. Once finished, the indicator light on all units should single blink 
blue.

Select any unit from the group and press the up arrow for 5 seconds. Release when the unit’s LED indicator 
blinks fast purple/white momentarily. If you are wearing the hard hat, you will hear a single beep when 
performing this function. This indicates that intercom has been activated. You will now wait until all units 
have self-activated. (For larger groups, you will notice each unit follow the same quick purple/white flashing 
sequence as the network enables all the units for intercom mode.) Once this is complete, the indicator light on 
all units in the group will double blink blue. The entire process will take a total of around 30 seconds or so.

To complete the process, a single (touch and release) press of the power button on each unit will activate the 
microphones for that unit. Microphones on single units can be muted and unmuted at any time with a quick 
press of the power button. 

Volume 
Participants can adjust their listening volume with a single (touch and release) press of the up or down arrow to increase or decrease volume. It is 
important that participants not press and hold any buttons as that could disrupt intercom. 

Restoring Intercom
If anyone leaves the group or breaks line of sight, the communication chain will break. To correct this, identify the group number that left. Using the next 
number up from the missing unit, press the communication unit’s up arrow for 5 seconds to trigger a chain healing process. This will restore the group 
communication

Preparing the Communication Systems for Groups

Operating the Communication Systems
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